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now when I download it. So what is the problem? any ideas? A: I have found a solution, It might be a bug of.NET, no more than
that. I tried to hide the folder and see if the program will recognize the folder but no one. However I close the program, close
my project, exit the solution, delete my project then I rebuild my solution, it will recognize the folder. I also tried to delete the
entire Solution folder but I can't do that. So I reload the solution, rebuild it, and it will recognize the folder again. The problem
seems like.NET can't recognize a folder that only contain code files, maybe it's a bug or something. Anyway, the problem gone
Thanks! A: It happens on me and other people. It was a bug of.Net framework. As it mentioned in a Microsoft page. When you
delete a folder that contains a Silverlight project (.aspx, designer,.xap files,.cs,.dll, and.pdb files),.Net will not recognize the files

until you close your project. I don't know if you can really delete the folder. It needs to be reloaded once you build and deploy
the project. Hope it works for you. Iran’s president, Hassan Rouhani, on Friday called the US decision to withdraw from the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) last week a violation of “all the peaceful agreements” the two countries had

signed. US President Donald Trump announced on May 8 that he would renege on the JCPOA, reached between Tehran and six
world powers in 2015, officially known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. Read more: Just last week, the US president
suggested that the world would be “better off” if Iran’s nuclear programme was reinstated, adding that he would be delighted to

see it. Referring to the JCPOA, Rouhani said on Friday
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materials of children population of Guangzhou]. To assess the influence of heavy metals in the local environment on children in
the city of Guangzhou. The concentration of Cr, Pb, Cd, As and Hg in whole blood, hair and nail of the children was measured
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